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INTRODUCTION
SP Mergers is a specialised international investment advisory house.
We have a unique record of resolving disputes between shareholders of family owned companies,
including many of Europe and North America’s leading privately held businesses.
We concentrate on the pragmatic commercial aspects of resolving disputes, working in cooperation with clients’ legal and tax advisors.
We have been involved in fifty two disputes between family shareholders, fifty one of which have
been resolved to our clients’ satisfaction.
We offer discretion and the continuous attention of at least one of our founding partners who
between them have overseen nearly six hundred transactions.
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CASE STUDIES


The Courier-Journal



Blackwell Companies



Poynter Jamieson Institute



Gallimard



Freedom Communications



Fairchild Corporation (NYSE)



Trader Classified Media (Amsterdam, Paris)



Mulberry
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The Company

Courier-Journal Company

The industry

Newspapers; television; radio; commercial printing

The client

Sallie Bingham

Background

Dispute between son and daughter of family patriarch. Son returns from year’s
sabbatical; decides to terminate employment of his sister. Sister therefore has no
money; no job; and no liquidity

Resolution

After more than twelve months of negotiation the family patriarch decides to
secure the future of the business, and procure liquidity for individual family
members, through sale of the business. Sounds simple – but was the subject of
three books, at least one of which was dedicated to our firm – ‘… at least we
made it fun’
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The company

Blackwell Companies

The industry

Publishing; distribution; retailing

The client

Miles Blackwell

Background

Three interlocking family companies with cross shareholdings; poor profits;
minimal dividends; and no ability to exit or secure liquidity

Resolution

Separate the businesses; eliminate all but one cross shareholding; restructure the
management; monetarise unnecessary real estate; thus enabling repurchase of
client’s shares
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The company

Poynter Jamieson Institute

The industry

Daily and Sunday newspapers in St Petersburg, Florida

The clients

Two sisters of the late proprietor / chief executive

Background

On his death, the proprietor / chief executive decided to leave his 60%
shareholding to the Poynter Jamieson Institute, which has now become the
world’s leading industry charity. Meanwhile, the two sisters were left in
comparative poverty, although each held 20% of the principal asset, worth many
hundreds of millions of dollars. Technique was to negotiate with one of the Bass
interests, as a financial partner, to create a Value Realisation Trust. The Trust
then announced splintered holdings of the shares to force an unwelcome IPO

Resolution

The company eventually agreed that the sisters would be brought out at a
satisfactory price
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The company

Gallimard

The industry

Leading French language publisher

The client

Francoise Gallimard

Background

Argument was between brother (chief executive) and sister (minor position in
the company). Sister in poverty, with no liquidity

Resolution

Following a period of two years, sustained publicity abhorrent to the
conservative family, shares were placed at an adequate level with a group of
foreign publishers and Paris banks
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The company

Freedom Communications

The industry

Television; newspapers; magazines in California and elsewhere

The client

Dissident shareholders and trusts

Background

Some 85 shareholders and trusts; no liquidity; minimal dividends; substantial
losses from both trading and through failed diversification

Resolution

Comprehensive review of options for both sides of the dispute and, hence, for
the company. Sequential town hall meetings to select preferred resolution.
Dissidents, by then numbering some 48%, secured price at a discount of no more
than 10% against the 100% sale price
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Let freedom ring
by Richard Morgan
The two-day liquidity forum in August 2002, during which shareholders of family-owned Freedom Communications Inc. met in a Southern California hotel to consider strategic options, did
not end well.
"Some of the family was literally fighting on the sidewalk outside of the meeting room," recalls Christopher Shaw, a newspaper banker who's now a senior partner with London-based SP
Merger Group. "I'm not going to say who, but the fighters even included a middle-aged lady."
If Shaw, who has helped 51 private enterprises resolve conflicts threatening to tear their founding families apart, sounds taken aback by the hostilities, he was. But in the three years since,
things are dramatically different.
Bell and Hoiles:
For starters, descendants of Freedom founder Raymond Cyrus Hoiles are no longer grappling with one another. A May 2004 acquisition — a recapitalization, really, that brought private
a family affair
equity firms Blackstone Group LP and Providence Equity Partners Inc. into the family business — has made everyone civil again.
"The biggest surprise is that there have been no surprises," says Tom Bassett, a great-grandson of "R.C.," as Freedom's founder was universally known. "Everything is going very well and exactly as was proposed."
R.C. established the Hoiles newspaper dynasty in 1935 by buying the Orange County (Calif.) Register. Since then, as the number of his share-owning descendants rose to 90 over four generations, Freedom's media
holdings have expanded to include 28 dailies, 37 weeklies and eight television stations.
The war that broke out among those scions is hardly surprising. As Freedom itself put it in its 2003 annual report, citing no less an authority than family-business expert John Ward, 95% of U.S. businesses are
family-owned. Yet only 10% of these survive into the third generation, and less than 4% make it to the fourth.
"Nothing's more incendiary than family disputes," says Alan Bell, who became Freedom's president and CEO just before the infighting among the Hoiles clan became public. "They're far worse than business
disputes because the past is always very much alive. ... You never get ahead because, with families, you never leave the past behind."
Yet defying all odds, Freedom has gotten ahead. Bell, who spent 13 years running Freedom's TV division before taking charge of the entire company, confirms an Ebitda increase of more than 20% for calendar
2004. He also predicts "another nice doubt-digit increase" for 2005. And though guarded about divulging too much about the privately held company, Bell further reveals that Freedom's cash flow margins are
approaching 25%, having widened by eight to nine percentage points over the past five years.
The results, boosted by what Freedom's chief calls "the sweet spot" of weekly community newspapers, are remarkable in light of the weak advertising environment challenging most media companies. But they're
near miraculous for having been realized when, as Bell goes on to explain, "everyone in the world knew how it was going to end for us and was writing reports of our death."
How Freedom not only avoided its predicted demise but has gone on to thrive offers a promising alternative for the 95% of family-owned businesses still awaiting those multigenerational squabbles that so often
force a sale. And for those hoping for a fairytale ending, Freedom may have that, too. The 40 or so Hoiles who remain Freedom shareholders, according to sources both inside and outside the family, are fully
committed to reclaiming 100% ownership by 2011.
While Freedom's controlling family moves into its fifth generation with renewed optimism, both it and banker Shaw know just how fortunate it was to get past the second. The company's original agitator, Harry
Hoiles, was one of three surviving R.C. progeny who, when his older brother died in 1981, felt unfairly denied the role of Freedom's CEO. A year later, with Shaw as his financial adviser, Harry attempted to break
up the company. But his efforts succeeded only in polarizing the family for the next couple of decades.
Tim Hoiles, who is Harry's son, reprised the role of company agitator in July 2002 by assembling a high-profile team of lawyers and advisers. The team, which called itself the Posse, included San Francisco
antitrust lawyer Joseph M. Alioto, former Freedom COO Joseph Barletta and — back for another round — Shaw the dynasty buster. The protests staged by this team, in private and in public, led to the brawlending Freedom Family Shareholders Liquidity Forum a month later.
As with other family businesses, the conflict between Hoiles factions concerned money. But this one had a philosophical dimension as well: survival of the libertarian values espoused by founder R.C., who died in
1970, that were instilled not only on every Freedom newspaper's editorial page but also within the corporate culture. As Freedom's most recent annual report says of the company's purpose: "We stand for human
liberty and are the indispensable partner in the growth and vitality of every community we serve."
Since 1982, when Harry Hoiles first tried to break up Freedom, the family's more libertarian-minded members have feared selling out the company would mean selling out the philosophy. Even Tim Hoiles, the
grandson who led that most recent crusade to cash out his 8.6% stake, has been capable of remorse about abandoning the family's editorial quest. Hence the conflict that festered for two decades before erupting
anew in 2002.
By early 2003, however, Tim's desire to sell had become so strong he wrote his fellow shareholders: "I told you in plain language that I wanted a divorce. I also told you that I hoped that this could be accomplished
on a mutually acceptable and amicable basis without the need to resort to litigation."
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So it was that, in the summer of 2003, Freedom found itself deep into an auction managed by Morgan Stanley and Evercore Partners Inc. The company's 250-page "book," sent to qualified interested parties, had
already generated 26 indications of interest for all or parts of the newspaper operation — the country's 12th largest — and would soon elicit 10 formal offers.
Lone among those 10 was a Hoiles family offer advanced by Bassett. A St. Louis-based CPA and attorney who's now 41, Bassett had already spent a year pursuing what he considered the family's last chance to
maintain ownership. His bid didn't take shape, however, until J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.'s Mitch Scherzer rounded up Blackstone and Providence Equity.
The two private equity firms were cast not as white knights but as ready providers of liquidity to any and all Hoiles family members wishing to redeem some or all of their Freedom shares. Specifically, Scherzer
got an agreement from the firms to put up $200 million to $580 million to buy back any and all tendered shares. His own company, meanwhile, agreed to back the plan with a $1 billion debt facility.
More important, though, was the firms' agreement on an artfully constructed contingency plan: Should a majority of Freedom stock be tendered, the transfer of voting shares to the private equity firms would stop at
49.9%. Anything in excess of that threshold would be turned into nonvoting stock.
The so-called Blackstone/Providence proposal also advanced three key dates: On the third anniversary of a deal's closing, Freedom would be allowed to buy back shares at a price determined through a formal
appraisal process; between the fifth and sixth anniversaries, the private equity firms could exercise a put requiring Freedom to buy back their outstanding interests in two years; and on or after the sixth anniversary,
the private equity firms could demand the buyback of their interests in one year, potentially forcing Freedom to add debt, sell select assets, go public or even undertake another recap.
The customized appeal to Freedom's family values worked, resulting in a definitive agreement with Blackstone/Providence in October 2003. The deal would ultimately value the company at $2.1 billion, or $220
per share, allowing exiting shareholders to net $212.71 per share after the repurchase of minority interests in partnerships for several of Freedom's community newspapers.
The agreement did leave some money on the table — Gannett Co. and MediaNews Group Inc. offered $235 per share, for instance — but a source close to the auction recalls there being "a lot of questions" about
leading strategic bids. In fact, Freedom's independent directors, charged with selecting offers for the family to consider, elected to put but one of them on the ballot.
"They went with the Blackstone/Providence bid," the source explains, "because they wanted the most competitive offer with the highest probability of closing."
Banker Shaw was among the many initially skeptical that such a deal could prevail. "The genie's already out of the bottle," he told The Deal as the auction moved into its final phase. "One choice that'll be in front
of shareholders is no company but lots of cash or stock; the other choice will be continued company ownership but with debt and risk and, most likely, private equity participation."
Shaw also noted, revealing his preference for a strategic winner in doing so, that private equity players like to exit within five years and take with them what "normal folk" think is an exorbitant payout. Yet even he
would become a convert after being apprised of the deal's actual terms. "The price obtained by shareholders who sold a minority of the company was more than 90% of the price obtainable had the company been
sold whole," Shaw says in retrospect. "That's unique. Normally, the discount for a minority stake is between 30% and 40%."
That this less-than-10% discount was so small helps explain why Hoiles family members wound up tendering 57.8% of their shares when the deal finally closed May 18, 2004. And while that clearly represents a
majority sale, Freedom's customized recap nonetheless managed to leave the Hoiles family with a 60% controlling interest. (The Hoiles' new Blackstone/Providence partnership started out with the remaining 40%
interest.)
Equally significant was the resolution the recap brought to decades of family conflict. Even Tim Hoiles, who would cash out completely for more than $100 million, said at the time of the deal's announcement:
"The flexibility provided by the new investment of Blackstone and Providence gives all shareholders the choices they have been seeking. This is a great outcome for all Freedom shareholders."
Meanwhile, Freedom chief Bell calls it "a great relief not having to see mommy and daddy fight anymore." Then, speaking on behalf of the 7,000 workers he calls the Freedom family, he says, "The only solution
in this case was divorce." Not to extend the metaphor too far, but Bell also praises the abilities of Freedom's new backers as surrogate parents. "They're partners instead of occupiers," he says, citing as an example
the firms' decision to motivate Freedom management by vesting them with stock appreciation rights.
It helps, no doubt, that Bell has gotten to know Blackstone co-founders Peter Peterson and Stephen Schwarz-man and now considers Providence CEO Jonathan M. Nelson a friend. And while he continues to talk to
all three, Bell acknowledges the "heavy lifting" by these firms is done by the pair of investor directors each has placed on Freedom's reconstituted 13-member board: Mark T. Gallogly and David M. Tolley for
Blackstone; Michael J. Dominguez and Mark J. Masiello for Providence.
The trust Freedom has placed in its private equity partners appears fully reciprocated. Requests to all four of Freedom's investor directors for a take on their firm's investment in the media company are deflected for
the same reason: Speaking through a press officer, each reports back he would rather let Freedom CEO Bell do all the talking.
As for Bassett, whose dogged pursuit wound up keeping Freedom in the family and its libertarian values in editorials, the recap officially designated him board chairman. And though he declines to elaborate much
beyond his the-biggest-surprise-is-no-surprises comment, his circumspection is understandable.
Bassett, after all, knows as well as anybody that whoever has to deal with an extended family can't please everybody all of the time. And when the stakes rise above $2 billion, as Freedom's finally did, he knows
you're lucky to please some of the family just some of the time. It's a self-determining practicality of the same sort that allowed one faction of the once-hostile Hoiles clan to cash out but at the same time respected
the rights of those in the family who wanted Freedom and its libertarian values to carry on unchanged.
Source: Richard Morgan article in The Deal 22 July 2005.
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Searching for buyers
by Dennis Fitzgerald
Behind the feud for Freedom; Degussa and Bayer keep German lawyers up all night; Playtex auction loses some players and Hugh Osmond
attracts a crowd
Now that Freedom Communications Inc. is officially exploring a possible sale, another newspaper ownership saga appears to be approaching its
climax. And once again, Christopher Shaw is in the fray.
The veteran banker, chairman of London-based SP Merger Group, has been helping dissident shareholder Tim Hoiles, a grandson of Freedom's late
founder, R.C. Hoiles, drum up possible acquirers for the newspaper chain since summer 2002. Earlier this month, Freedom launched its own search for
buyers, directing Morgan Stanley to explore a sale or merger to provide liquidity to descendants of its founding family.
Shaw, for his part, seems well-versed in the delicate art of extracting value for disgruntled family shareholders. In the early 1990s he advised two
nieces of Nelson Poynter, the late owner of the St. Petersburg Times, in the sale of their shares to corporate raider Robert Bass. In the mid-1980s, he
helped a faction of the Binghams of Louisville, Ky., force the sale of the Louisville Courier-Journal and the Louisville Times to Gannett Co.
Many newspaper editors and reporters don't like the gentlemanly Shaw, saying he is a threat to journalistic excellence. But members of newspaper
families yearning to liquidate or diversify their investments regard him as a champion. Shaw offers no apologies. "Newspapers are premium assets that
are worth more to a group owner than to a group of family shareholders," he says. "Group owners can secure higher revenues and lower costs."
Despite recent losses at Freedom attributed to disastrous investments in the Internet and magazines, Shaw says he quickly found three parties willing to
spend between $2 billion and $2.5 billion for the Irvine, Calif.-based owner of newspaper and TV station properties including the libertarian Orange
County Register. Advisers working with Shaw include Joseph Alioto, a San Francisco antitrust lawyer.
Several other groups of advisers have been involved in the saga. In the spring, Freedom's management turned to Jeffrey Sine of UBS Warburg to
evaluate options including a sale, a recapitalization, a refinancing and an IPO. But Warburg lost the assignment after the board fired Freedom's chief
executive, Sam Wolgemuth, and replaced him with an interim CEO, Alan Bell.
In the fall a team from Merrill Lynch & Co. advised fourth-generation owners who were thinking about buying out other family owners. That plan
has been abandoned, partly on concerns over the potential for hundreds of millions in debt.
Six outside directors on Freedom's 13-member board hired Stuart Epstein of Morgan Stanley and law firm Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP in the fall.
A survey conducted by the investment bank in February found that 99% of Freedom owners favored a sale or merger. Earlier this month, the company
asked Morgan Stanley to officially explore a sale. Shaw continues to advise Hoiles.
Brian McCarthy of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP has been providing Freedom with legal counsel.
The fight for Freedom dates back more than 20 years, when family members denied Hoiles' father, Harry, control of the company. Harry Hoiles
responded by trying to buy them out and suing them. An adviser in that failed effort? Well, Shaw, of course.
— Richard Morgan contributed to this item
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The company

Fairchild Corporation (NYSE)

The industry

Aircraft parts

The client

Chief executive and substantial shareholder

Background

Shareholders unhappy as to the stock price and market perception of the
business

Resolution

Six month review of some twenty business units in USA, France and Germany.
Series of mergers and divestitures to secure optimal value
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The company

Trader Classified Media (Amsterdam, Paris)

The industry

Advertising specific publications

The client

Louise McBain

Background

Business started by husband and wife team, with complex equity ownership
structure, inappropriate in the case of a divorce. Third shareholder substantial
French private equity concern
Eventual conclusion of three years’ negotiations provided satisfactory exit for
client and for French institution; husband continues to operate the business, as
principal shareholder

Resolution
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The company

Mulberry

The industry

Branded luxury

The client

Roger Saul

Background

Founder, chief executive and principal shareholder held theoretically
impregnable position in company where losses were increasing and some
designs considered outdated

Resolution

Wealthy incoming investor provides liquidity in return for minority equity
position plus instruments capable of providing eventual control
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METHODOLOGY
Over time, we have developed a distinct specialist methodology to resolving disputes, by
addressing all the issues typically encountered in such situations.
This forms the basis of our offering to clients as follows:
1.

Analysis

2.

Review of Options

3.

Execution

4.

Resolution
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1.

ANALYSIS

i.

Company analysis.
Our first step is always to develop an analysis of the business in question, including;










Industry analysis
Competition
Company financial performance
Risks and Exposures
Valuation
Management structure (power/authority)
Shareholdings
Company objectives
Individual shareholder objectives
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ii.

Dispute Analysis
With a thorough understanding of the business we then analyse the nature of the dispute(s)
amongst shareholder, in particular;




iii.

History
Position of main shareholders and management (if different)
Current status

Client Objectives
Our next step is to ascertain our clients’ objective(s), typically;





Capital Value
Liquidity
Income
Influence
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2.

REVIEW OF OPTIONS

Each client objective is then analysed against the range of all the corporate options, which will
typically comprise one or more of the following;


Further growth by Acquisition



Introduction of a strategic or financial partner – recapitalisation



Disposal of assets



Merger with similar size or larger business



Initial Public offering



Sale of all or part of the business
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Each potential company option is measured against a number of criteria:
i.

Basic Considerations





ii.

Operational implications
Effect on management
Effect on shareholders as a whole
Effect on individual shareholders

Operating Considerations






Sales
Operating Expenses
Margins
Balance Sheet
Cashflow
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iii.

Personal Financial Considerations






iv.

Capital Value
Income
Liquidity
Ability to exit
Tax

Judgemental Considerations




Timing
Desirability
Viability

In a disputed transaction, this analysis is set alongside a similar analysis relating to the options for
the other side
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3.

EXECUTION

With a thorough understanding of our client’s objectives, company options and the potential effect
that each could have on the business and on shareholders, we being the process of executing a well
prepared plan of action.
This necessarily must be flexible but will generally contain three main elements;
i.

Advocacy
We develop a structured programme of communications aimed at winning the support of
key constituencies including:




Management
Disputive shareholders
Non-disputive shareholders
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This may or may not involve the use of public relations to gain coverage in trade, financial or
news media.
ii.

Persuasion
We leverage shareholder and legal and other rights available to our client, (again it is
important to note that all our work is done in conjunction with our client’s legal advisors) to
achieve a consensus on a course of action. This will involve meeting with parties and / or
their advisors to present a tailored analysis.

iii.

Development of Relevant Transactions
We believe that practical solutions tend to win more support than theoretical proposals. As
necessary, we identify relevant counterparties (e.g. third-party investors or merger partners)
and values so that a resolution may be fully developed once a common agreement is reached.
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4.

RESOLUTION
The result of Stages 1, 2 and 3 is to bring the parties together in agreement on a single
solution, and to ensure the successful development of that solution.
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BIOGRAPHIES
CHRISTOPHER SHAW – SENIOR PARTNER
Prior to forming SP Mergers, Christopher gained over 30 years’ experience in mergers and
acquisitions; at Bankers Trust Company where he established a new Mergers and Acquisitions
Department, as President of Henry Ansbacher Inc and at Goldman Sachs where he was a Senior
International Advisor.

ROGER CORT – SENIOR PARTNER
Roger Cort has over twenty-five years experience in Corporate Finance, fund raising, mergers,
takeovers and acquisitions in the UK, Europe and the USA, gained at Morgan Grenfell and as
Head of Corporate Finance at Henry Ansbacher.
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CHRISTOPHER SHAW
Born

1 January 1938

1977-1983

Educated

Summer Fields, Oxford
Eton (Captain of School)
Times Mirror Company, Los Angeles
Manager Director, New English Library,London
President, Times Mirror International, Los Angeles
Communica-Europa NV, Amsterdam
Co-Chairman, Communica-Europa, Amsterdam
President, Communica-Consultants, Paris

1983-1992

1962-1973

1974-1977

1992-1995

1996+

Bankers Trust Company, New York
Director, Mergers and Acquisitions
Henry Ansbacher Inc., New York
President
Goldman Sachs International, London & New York,
Senior International Advisor,
Media and Leisure
SP Merger Group Inc., London & New York

Christopher Shaw has over thirty years experience in mergers and acquisitions. His career includes twelve years with the Times Mirror
Company (Los Angeles), where he was successively Chief Executive Officer of three subsidiaries, Founder and Chief Executive Officer of
Times Mirror International and actively involved with the Times Mirror Acquisition Programme, with 32 companies acquired during
that period. Subsequently, he worked as a principal investor being general partner of a group including News International (Rupert
Murdoch); Gannett Company; Editora de Guias; Morgan Guaranty Trust Company (now JP Morgan); American Express; and others.
During the following seven years at Bankers Trust Company, Christopher established a new Mergers and Acquisitions Department. In
1983, he moved to the Ansbacher Group as President of Henry Ansbacher Inc, again, specialising in mergers and acquisitions. During
his time at Bankers Trust and Ansbacher; Christopher completed more than 350 transactions; and for six years his firm was placed either
first or second in the annual table of transactions initiated, published by Corporate Financing Week. The Ansbacher Group was sold to
the First National Bank of South Africa in 1992; and Christopher joined Goldman Sachs as Senior International Advisor covering the
media, publishing and leisure industries. In 1996, Christopher formed SP Merger Group Inc.
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CHRISTOPHER SHAW
Companies by whom Christopher Shaw has been retained include:
UK

Daily Telegraph; United News and Media;
Ladbroke; Jefferson Smurfit; Lonrho; EMAP;
Guinness; Daily Mail; WPP; Reed International;
Unilever; Bunzl; W.H.Smith; Bemrose; St Ives;
St James’s Place Capital; John Menzies; BET;
Euromoney; BPCC; Yattendon; Really Useful;
Haymarket; Highbury House Communications;
Eagle Rock.

USA

Canada

Thomson; Torstar; Maclean; Hunter; Hollinger;
Canadian Pacific.

Australia

New York Times; Dow Jones; Times Mirror;
Washington Post; Gannett; News America; General
Motors; Allied Signal; John Wiley; NYNEX;
Tribune; Heritage; Reader’s Digest; Comcast;
Forbes; Cowles; Meredith; Warburg Pincus; Hearst;
Scripps; Capital Cities; New York Life; Pillsbury;
Computer Sciences; Paramount; Viacom; IDC;
Banner Aerospace; Affiliated; Disney; Allied;
Fairchild; Mead; Macmillan; Knight Ridder; Media
General; Morris; Cincinnati Bell; Harcourt; Prentice
Hall; American Broadcasting.
News International; Fairfax.

Germany/
Austria

Axel Springer; WAZ; Burda; Bertelsmann;
Siemens; Swarco.

Holland

Elsevier; VNU; Wolters Kluwer; Philips; Unilever.

Italy
France

L’Espresso; RCS Rizzoli; Pirola
Hachette; Havas; Gallimard; LVMH.

Scandinavia
Switzerland

Bonnier.
Edipresse; Ringier; Hoffman-La Roche.
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EXAMPLE TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING
FAMILY OWNED COMPANIES
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EXAMPLE TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING FAMILY OWNED COMPANIES
COMPANY NAME

LOCATION

STATUS

American Can**

Connecticut

Disagreement as to divestitures.

Bingham**

Louisville

Dismissal of family daughter causes
family fight leading to sale of business.

Blackwell**

Oxford

Inter-family quarrels between three
family branches leads to restructure of
the three companies and to acquisition of
dissident shareholders interests.

Bonnier*

Sweden

Disagreement between family
shareholders as to future strategy.

Butler**

Los Angeles

Public exposure of substantial profit
margins generates competition and
eventual failure of business.
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COMPANY NAME

LOCATION

STATUS

Coleman; Copeman*

Norwich

Unproductive investments outside
operating base; shareholder discontent.

Cowles**

Des Moines

Disagreements between family
shareholders lead to sale of business.

Dow Jones**

New York

Disagreement re international
acquisitions.

ENA**

Detroit

Dispute between family and familydescendant shareholders leads to sale of
business.

Fairchild Corporation**

New York

Disagreement between principal
shareholder/chief executive and some
shareholder groups as to strategy.

Follett**

Chicago

Dispute between two branches of
founding family.
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COMPANY NAME

LOCATION

STATUS

Gale**

Detroit

Dispute between principal founding
shareholder and management.

Gallimard**

Paris

Family requirements for liquidity lead to
recapitalisation.

Hearst Corporation**

New York

Dispute as to divestiture of certain prime
assets.

Freedom Communications** California

Dispute between 85 family shareholders
leads to recapitalisation and acquisition
of dissident shareholders’ interest.

Jackson**

Red Book provision prevents any change
in company structure. Business
eventually sold; resold; then resold for a
third time.

New Haven
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COMPANY NAME

LOCATION

STATUS

Jamieson Trust**

St Petersburg

Dispute with family shareholders

K G Sauer**

Munich

Disagreement as to sale or otherwise of
the business.

Lesher**

San Francisco

Disagreement between widow and
former husband's estate.

Lonrho**

London

Disagreement as to acquisitions and
divestitures.

Trader Classified**

Paris; Amsterdam

Strategy disagreements between former
husband and wife, and private equity
shareholders.

McGoff**

Detroit

Disagreements between family
shareholders.
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COMPANY NAME

LOCATION

STATUS

Mead Corporation**

Ohio

Disagreement as to sale.

Menzies**

Edinburgh

Disagreement as to acquisitions and
divestitures.

Mulberry**

London

Disagreement between founder
shareholder, management and other
shareholders leads to recapitalisation.

Penwell**

Tulsa

Dispute between two branches of
founding family.

Phillips NV/Siemens
GmbH**

Netherlands; Germany Disagreement as to divestiture.

Post**

Wisconsin

Dispute between shareholders.
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COMPANY NAME

LOCATION

STATUS

Russell**

Tacoma

Disagreements between shareholders
lead to sale of the business.

Star & Tribune**

Minneapolis

Disputes as to acquisitions and
divestitures lead to eventual sale.

Times Mirror**

Los Angeles

Disputes as to acquisitions and
divestitures lead to eventual sale.

Warburg Pincus**

New York

Dispute with shareholder/manager in
joint venture.

Worrell**

Charlottesville

Family disagreements as to the future of
the business.
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SP MERGER GROUP INC
11-12 Pall Mall, London, SW1Y 5LU
Tel: +44 (0)20 7930 8990
Fax: +44 (0)20 7930 8999

